The "Oncosimulator": a multilevel, clinically oriented simulation system of tumor growth and organism response to therapeutic schemes. Towards the clinical evaluation of in silico oncology.
The "Oncosimulator" is at the same time a concept of multilevel integrative cancer and (treatment affected) normal tissue biology, an algorithmic construct and a software tool which aims at supporting the clinician in the process of optimizing cancer treatment on the patient individualized basis. Additionally it is a platform for better understanding and exploring the natural phenomenon of cancer as well as training doctors and interested patients alike. In order to achieve all of these goals it has to undergo a thorough clinical optimization and validation process. This is one of the goals of the European Commission funded integrated project "ACGT: Advancing Clinicogenomic Trials on Cancer". Nephroblastoma (Wilms' tumor) and breast cancer have been selected to serve as two paradigms to clinically specify and evaluate the "Oncosimulator" as well as the emerging domain of in silico oncology.